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1 PERCEPTRONS

AI\D FEEDFORWARD I\ETWORKS

Artificial neurai networks are simple moders allempting to capture some
essential features of the central nervöus system. The'arguäents on exactly
what are these essential features and to what extent thö, *" il;i"g ilä
the fashionable theoretical models will certainly continueio generate teated
debates in the foreseeable future. Here we *ill dis"nss seieral orooerties
t*g:rt q"t for prcssibl e t e c hn.o I o gi co_l ap p lic at ions, namely t";;ä Jü;;:

eralization abilities of multilayer.feedforward networks. O"r aipro;'h i.
b*,..a on g. geo-metric picture-of how feedforward
i"f;;:
-b"*r"r
mation. This forms the basis for constructing .good'
".i*o.k";roiil
o"r*äikr.
network growing algorithms are discussed.
Until.recentiy, the attention-of physicists has focused oo simple perceptrons like models, which can be tieäted by methods ürt;*;ä-l;;- rh"
statical mechanics of random systems. Thesä method,s are besi
6;ti."-bi;
when the set of exl"lples consists of uncorrelated bit strings. TfÄl;
tt;
pv.e1age 'worst c..se' for such networks, since a random booi"u.n i, u" a"l:
inition an gr-rpredictable function. On'the other hand, tn.
majority of boolean functions are random ones and these ,"."tt.;r;;iä:
""**n"r*i"e
strict.upper-bounds on the information capacily, for exampi* b;-.;;
experience shows that a geometric view ij a heipfui alteräaii"e f* -;:
n:y:al netwoiks[1,2I.T suggested. long ago bt pdi;ri;;
9:.*l"l$."9
Lunas[Jl. rn a
c.ontext. Thir geo_metric appioaih is strongly Iinked
-dift-erent
to combinatorial
optimization theor/[a] and shares mant
iü;.;;ö;;
and difrculties.
"f
. O.*.!*ic processiqg ""i! is aiVlcCullogh-Pitts
[6] binary r:nit (or linear
threshold gate) which ii acrivated
only wh-en ttre wäighed;i;;] it, i"p"ä

;ä

etas s ii-ier-

ldure

d{ec,forS

1: The-.Perceplron.(frory Minsky and, Papert). Tlt e preprocessing
stages of encoding and, noise reduction are represänte'd here by 'feature deteetors' and, ore not d,iscussed here.
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where the vector ü.:.(rr,. . . r") i,c a vector of weights representing the
strengths of l{ impinging synapses from .l{ other ner-üons with actirralions
(tt,...,sN), s; = t1. o is a threshold vajue. The output of the processins
unit is o : r if the 'neu.ron' fires a high frequency trn'iq of spikes or o
---T
if it remains inactivated. Flom a geometric point of view nq. (t) says that
9very elementary processor of our network corresponds to a Nldimensional
hyperplane
ris-: O
(2)
and that the points of the .lf-dimensionai configuratioa space are partitioned in two classes, which are called black for a J 1 and *hitu for o I
-1.
In what follows the terms 'hyperplane' and 'unit' are used interchaneeablv.
associating the vector ri and the threshotd O with unit o. ln many äodeij
the activation values_a,
.si € (0, t). a^re- continuous variables and the"steplike
activation function (t) iq a sigmoid. Physically, such situations correspond
to a qrobabilistic updating scheme and the output variable o is then essentially a.tiPe or ensemble average-activation [sj. fUe geometric picture
remains valid, provided that one works wiih slabi bf finite-width insiead of
geometrical hyperplanes.
S!h. input rrnits are t[e output of some feoture d,etectors, st = *1, bhe
resulting one.processor network is a simple classifier better'koo*n rrod.t
the n"me of. Perceptron [8]_sge Fig. 1. Nofe that the llopfieid model, for ex.n ensemble.of rf Perceptrons, one for each unit. As discussed by
?qrplg, is
Minsky.a^nd Papert [7], Perceptron{ can represent only the class of ,linearly
separable' boolean functions (LSF) and many practical tasks fall outsidä
this class. Adding one or more layers of so-cailed hidden rrnitrs fu6 without
allowing feedback connections leads to a muitilayer feedforward architecture. Such devices can implement arbitrary boolean functions at the price
oJ using most of the times arr exponentially large number of hidden ooltr.
Only connections between aearest neighbour layers rvill be ailowed. Fig. 2
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Figure 2: A feedforttord networb with three input units, two h.id,d,en units
and one o.utput unit. The nurnbers insid,e th,i circles represent threshold,
uaiues and those on connections connection strengths, respectiaely.

slcr-ple of a simple feedforward network.
Unlike attractor networks, which relax to their low enerqv states bv a
Monte Carlo^like dyna"'ics, feedforward networks run only rö u
"J
"rr-u"iunii
steps limited by the number of layers, very much like a fast arithmetic
or a Progrr-mable Array Logic chip. This is an attractive feature from
a tech.rological poiot of view and makes such networks a viable model oi
parallel computation.
Assume now that a (predictable) source is generating a sequence (set) of
digitized sxemples and thab a'teacher'providäs informärion än the ;tasJ to
which each particular example belongs.- In our case every example (obiectj
i: lepresented by. an input bit string 1nd may belong totn. of iwo'clalses'.
lbllowing some Jearning algorithm the network (mächine) adjusts its internal par-ameters (connectiöns and thresholds) so as to coärnii a minimal
error on the presented training set. This task is calied supervjsed l"*111Äu
or learning from, examples. When the example set is loadeä (learnt) into d
appropriate architecture the trainilg process leads usually to a g6od representation of the gxnmple generating function. This me-ans thit furthär
gxlmRles.f1op the same source are witn high_probability correctly classified, provided the function is predictable atäi. In contr-ast. a look-uo (or
hash) table does not provide any information on new,
shows ua

"nkno*n

".;i";

2 GEOMETRIC REPRESENITAIION
A feedforward network can be represented
d

:

.f(sr, .. ., dNi

as follows:

{.t,i},{Or})

(3)

where the dependence-on-the adjustable connection weights
ito;;) and
the set of thresholds {o;} has been explicitiy displayed. Thä bäolean
function (g .- *.t; satisfies a set of input-output (IO) s)camples d,) :
(d'',...,{ii)1at')) without any error. Note that the last eiement of the
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3:
representati2n,
f1sur"
,The lupercube
.o! the ne^twork.shown in Fig. p. a)
J'h'e tnput configuration cube b) Th.e h,idd,en conf,guration sgul,re. frote the
one-to-one conespondence between the networls jorm and, ihe ,ornponents
of the norrnal uectors of the planes shown here. '

vector €f") i. t-he^desired output value and 6j") : t1. The configuration
input.space.is defined as the let of vertices iä a .nr-dimensionj i'nit htpercube. All, possible input configurations are corners of this hyp*;"bi,
unly some of these joryer.s correspond to given examples: we wlil colour
tl'em according to the desired output value] For the fäed,forward;";;;;k
shgwl in Fig. 2 this.ig sbowq in Fi!. 3a.
.Any srlch function "; L; ,äi.t.ä,
reflected, e_tc. according to ihe symmetries of the N-dimensional
unit hvj
percube.. Other,
type
symmetries
are
related
to
changing
Say$e
G*-ät
conrrections,_tlresholds and of some input r,!'its but leaving
good network function (3) shouid capr're all rhese .y**"iri.r.
"'i"äiäi. e
Consider once again rhe
_feedforward architecturä sho*n i" rig. 2 : it
has three input. units N : 3 and two hidden units, Nn : 2. DöendinE
on the connections b.etryge-n- the input and ihe
-iäat"'tuv", *d.;;lü
threshold values for the hidden units each input string
wiif inauce ;;;;;
configuration of hjdden rurits. An i4, dimensionat ufiit [tp;;""b"
ö;
sents now the hidd,en configuration sp&ce. The set of coläLrea fm*f"ar
corners of i;his cub-e is the image of the original problem
tpy:1. The relation between the öonfiguration"cub" i"pr"r"rrtations
"" ti)i-rriJJ.i
irr"
feedforward architecrure- of Fig. 2 is-expiicitly shown in Fie. 3. b;;
""J ;;;
of connections to a hidden unft co*esponds to a hyp.ipt"äu p*titlä"i""
the input gonfiguqalion hypercube in iwo. The coäne.ii"", ffiä; t[:
output and the hi44g" units a^re represented by a single hyperplan"?lr;;
line) lying in the hidd,en u''it hyperiube. Eachiayer.T. Äräiirävä-":;;k
forrns its own image (or internal representationiof the originjfu";iio;. A convex combinaiios of, M vecrors {€1,)}f , is d.efined. as
M

S:{i €^Sli- I

v=l

o,f,')

;

Lo,:

1, o,

) o)

(4)

An' ez.tremal point of a convex combination cannot be expressed as a linear
combination of other points in the set. Given a set of points on the confieuration hypercube one can construct the convex hull oi this set *; ;;;;&
combination of the form (4). The convex huil forms a^n N-d.ime".iÄJ lo"-

st

{igure 4: A schematic representation of a rninimal connector in p
dimensions.

and,

S

vex polytope.
vertices, edges,.., faces of this polytope have d.imensions
0,1,.. ., n and-The
are ihemselves convex p..tytll"r';iü;;r-ä;;;];;"üü.
The facets are faces of n : lf dimensio;rliii.'-The intersection of two convex oolytof"s'is also a convex polytope.
The
minimal distance between two noniniersectjng .o*'polyt.#
i:-;"1;;
the minimal connector. A schematic
in Fio A
"i"* oiä"*i**J connector is shown

consider now a vector ri in the configuratioo space. The map
associated
with this direction is the set {/z(,)1,

h,

- ri{")

(b)

and consists of the set of projections (internal fierds) of the
marked.
cube corners on this direction.
'nit
.Iowing
.Er.ry learning algorithm for multilayer networks incorporates the fol_
two subtaJks:

r Problem 1. Is the.problem linearly.separabie or not? If the problem
is linearlv separablä no (furrher;
can go io

üiaaä";;i;.;;;cessary

and one

o Probiem 2. Find

u
correctly crassifying the set of ex"rqpres
|{p.tpl.u*e
of a linearly separablä
pioblem.

Both problems are soluble in a polynomial number of steps
(as a function
of the n'mber of exampres apd diineirsioll F). trr" iiü'to
the
geometricar
picture presented q,bov,1is. rery simpiu. rlr.t1-.o"JÄ"T
ü.
convex huü s,
corresponding to t\" ,,t/l.gt*\ points
?"4
^ J '-r to ihe Me white points (M : lulo * M):

ril;;lyö""S; ääJpäf#;

: {fo € So ld: D13, o,4,) i D,a,:1, o, ) Q}
^Sr : {f, e Sr la- --DY:rö,41,t i Dub,:1, ä, ) 0}
^90

(6)

(7)
Here 11 and Io is the set of indices correspondrng to blac,k and
white points,
respectively. if rhe intersectioo
.to uoä .9, F'= S;n S, = O rhe problem
9f
is lineariy separabie, otherwise it is-not. r."i"u[v]"ii';yl*:

ä"ä;f";äi

convex hulls ,50 and ,S1 are not disjoini the probiem is not linearly separabie.
ln terms of maps the :3Tg question can be formulated as foiiowing:'is there
a direction ri in ihe I{ dimensional space such that

h, )oVv€It
h, S0Vu€Io
d, >p

(8)

Assume now that we have found an architecture which reproduces exactly the yhol" trg,ining set. What are the geometric p.op"iti.r of such
a solution? The hidden
partitioninf (or tiling) the space of the
input configuration cube "nits.are
wiih hyperpianes, eaih hyperpTune correspond.ins
to the synaptic strengths afferent to a hidden unit. Thä ffrsr observation ii
that an exact representation of the example function is possible only if in
every. bor, pafi of space bor:nded by hyperplanes and by the facets äf th"
unit.hypercu.be,.one finds. only corners of the sarne colour. In fact, when
considering the.image of the functioo on the first layer for every input cube
box there will be oply oae representative corner of the firstiayir configuration cube. In other words: .every marked corner witliin u, gi-.r"n box Ts
mapped inio a single configuraiion of the hidden units. This is e"vident since
the activation patterns onthe first hidden layer can change only when one
moves across the boundary of a box - aad then only one oT the äoordinates
will change. Thus the number of distioct activation patterns for the hidden
unitr equals the number of non empty boxes.
The following construction will always reproduce correctly all IO examples-. Separate every black corner by a hypärplane whose nörmal vector
,rf
- il'), u € \ and. the threshold is such rhat the plane'cuts out'(seoarates).only the point in question. This kind of solutiän is of 'grandmätf,'"t'
type,^bec.ause every^black.input pattern
.correspo!ds now to- an uniquely
speciffed hi44q" configuration, very much like grandmother neurons (ifihe;
exist) should be activated only on recogniiioi of your grandmothei. Onä
can show (see the regular partiiion theorem below) thai rhis construction

l"-u.d:.P a linearly sjparahle hidden configuration space, thus only one layer
of hidden units suffices. Grandmother type soluti,ons are extreäely locaiized representations wit\out any generalizätion abiiity: they are the neural
network .counterparts of usual storage devices. M*y thäories of neural
information processing ax9 based explicitly or implicitly on this type of
knowledge representation (inciuding Grossberg's A'RT nötworks) u"ä'- u*cept perhaps for existence proofs - should be avoided. Since physicists have
a lot of experience. with cooperative phenomena we perhaps äo noü need,
here a long discussion on tbe advantages of distributeä repiesentario";igl.
The geometric pictr:re suggests that
.the ri_ght.thing toäo is try pack'irig
as many marked corners in a box as possible. Ih this cise the n,rmbui of disl
tinct hidden configurations'will be a small fraction of the original number
of ex"mples, im,plying a strong contraction of the 'excitable' äonfiguration
sPace from one layer to the next. This contraction is quite natural,"since in
output_the configuration space wili consist of only one öutput variable. This
hgurigt-ic principle of maximal contraction is a good soiä" in constructing
algo^ntlrrys. { oo9 carr prove that in a concrete proceäure the image of thE
original.function is corltracting from layer to layer, then chis atgorilhm will
eventually find an a.rchitecture representing correctly ail presänted exarnp.les. such.a strategy has
.been used by M1zard anä xadat 110] to prove
that their tiling algorithm is converging.
In conclusion: a good architectuie ii obtained by a parrition of the rinit

5:
-Constructing two networbs solaing the parity-s problem (see tezt).
FulI (broken) lines hoae connection strengihs +i (-tj.

Tqgr:

hypercube rvith hyperplanes so.that_the formed boxes contain as many corners of the sa.ne colour as possible. The next question then arises nat"rullyt

o Problem 3. Under what conditions is the configuration
last hidden layer linearly separable?

space of the

This question is agaig related to linear separability. The hidden unit contigurations, however, have some special properties läading io tight zufrcient
conditions so that the image of a functiön än a hidden la],rer isTin.*tt;6:
arable. we grle here two iuch conditions. one is restritting th.;;y-tÄ"
space is. partition".a.
iq boxes, namely requiring that the hyierplan", .orresponding to the hidden unit conneitioni be ihe boundarry äf Jxactly two
boxes,
-one containing black and one containing white coräers. lve öaled
such tilings regular partitions[l,2]. Two such cäes are shown i" riE. s*ü
for.t\e pariiy--3 problem (Fig.4b shows the grandmorher solution). lYier. 5ä
and 5e are schematic. repre-entations o.f tliese regular partitioning;'i[;
center points of each box represent a whole clustei of cörners and. äe connected into a bipartite tree. Figs. 5f, 5g display the sar"re solutions i" ;h"
more conventional network form.
The schematic section of the configuration space (Figs. 5f, bs) shows the
main idea of the. proof: construct thtdua^t graph of ihe"tileci
space. The vertices oJ this qaph a.re repreientative internal "äißs*"tiä;
p"i"i, J ih"
non empty boxes and a.re coloured accordingly, similar to Fi!. gb. These
p.oints a.re connectgd. by straight edges. Bv ihä definition of r?gda,
;;tt
tions,
ed.$e. of the graph.is intersecting oniy one hyperpturä u""farry.
"Jery
Fbom the
conditions of the tiling it is easy-to see that ihe duai cruph ;,;t
be a bipartite tree and that evJry edge points on a ditr"t""t dir-""'tlo"- Ä
sepa.rab.ing.planq can be constrained fo pass through the median point of
e.ach e$qe. by golyinq a sparse s:t. of linäar equatiJns. It is easy i" ,no*
that all.ll*I qrynit.e) vertices.of the graph wiir ran (ar rhe
ln one.srde.ot tnls p.Iane..In ttus respect the regular parüitions are- basicallv
generalizations- o{ the Adaline methbd at the üaaei layer levei. ----_-'
The second formulation is related .to a sequentiai-learning algorithm
which requires only that the hidden units are ret ,uc""ssi""lv ädäi
step. only u b9* containing corners of the same colour is säpa^rared ";;;
fr;_Ä
the input configuration space (sequential learning procedure ptti. -ipr;of

r*u"d*;;i

similar to the stratification method of Minsky and papert
[7] shows that
the resulting tiling is linearly. separable and is"give" i" ifp*äi"
t.
lhese two sufticlent conditions ensure that a wide class of feedforward
networks with one single hidden layer can.prfectly represent u" *uitrury
set of IO examples. A simple criterion for 'good' ärchitectures in terms of
random boolean functions,-constituting the äuetug" worst case situatio", it
the. following. Aq explained above, the"main obstäcle to linear ;;";;üiii;
rs the p.resence of a non void intersection polytope, p : so I.] s1. Every ,,..*
hyperplane (hidden unit) cuts a chunk oirt äf p jra u ,"qrl"r,.tial learninE
p.rocedure, for exampie, ends_ when P has been
'eateo' .,p. it ir ;b;i;:
that the facets of P are parallel to either a facet of Se or J r"*t
s, ;;ä
can be identified by solving.a linear-programmins nrdlem. Lookiü;l;;
"r
map. in the direction normäl to the fäc-et] one .r.n"defir:.e two p;.u;itt.;;;
cutting off at,ieast r.he. N.iinearly. independent corners defining it
on the other hand,.it is obvious that the number of example pätt"*,
"'i*"t.
p.,
hidden unit cannot be larger thanthe
maximal
storage
.up*ity
of
it
?rV,
Perceptron. _ Thu| the number of hidden units /{Ä need;d tJ.;p;.;i
;"
random boolean function in a one internal layer neiwork is lo"nä"a-uv -

M2M

2r,r<"^.f

(9)

where M is the number of
.examples-and N the number of input units. For
more hidden- layers, ilcluding tiee üke structures, .lf6 shouia u" ,*at"*
This pa^rticularly simple lesul=t shows that
averäge"2M7,rf niaa." ;il;
are enough to ensure a solution for a typical-in
set of eiampids, ettnouln nis
bound does not iell us anything aboli classes of funciionr *itU pärti"*
lar. symmetries, it suggests
-that itudying the facet structure of the-conr.x
polytope P slight help in finding
boirnd-s on rhe sufrcient number of hiddss rrnifs. Thus, it seems plausible that the structure of P facets is also
determining to what extent is a function learnable in Valiant,s sense
[13].

3 LEARNING ALGORITHMS AND THEIR COMPLEXITY
-Learning is the search in the space of connections and thresholds (fixed
architecture) or in more general, the search in the space
.[;Ä;t];
architectures as to.reproduce.withoqt errors- a given Äet of"fIO ex'a.mples.
The problgp of noisy-inputs is not discu-ssed-häe, nor *. t"*i"s-&;
rithms.leading to s, minilsal error probability for further examples,&"pi"a
trom the sarne source. Before discussilg algorithms for multilayer net_
works we s-hortly-summarize the methodä kn"own for ihe Perceprion (ior
more details see [12]), in pa^rticular, the Fisher discriminant *ätiläti+
the least,*",q1^rgg,"te error (Adaline) method [1b] and the optimal peräefj
tron method[16,171.

The Fisher discriminant method,
This is a standard method in pattern recognitioa and is based. in the
simple s?tistical picture shown schematically in pie. g. {ssrrms rnuJ ifr"
classes of white and black points follow a distiibutioi simila.r to the normal
distribution. Consider a unit vector ul and the projection of the .ent.r-of

mass and of the variance of these distributions into direction

0,1):

: i;D,rr.,il')

Fo

od :

ri (o :

i;D,ero(r;61"1

- M,po)z

(

10)

The Fisher discriminant method is based on ihe idea that a good. ciassifying
hyperplane should maximize ihe distance between the aveäge positiä-o?
the two distributions and minimizes the sum of the two variancäs.

F
oi * oä
{.r} -}tr--po)'

ma_x

(

11)

Note that the direction poiniing from the center of mass of the distribution
of white points to the center of mass of the black points,

,,r:*;,,!er,r _täf,,,

(i2)

corresponds to the Hopfield learning rule and maximizes the distance between the two centers of mass.
The linear discriminant method implies the inversion of an N x /f matrix
or can be iteratively obtained by a grädient descent method.

The least Tlean square error (Adaline) 'method
The Adaline method[15] is a simiiar method, based on the observation
that Eq. (9) can be rewrittän as

oh'-oa )0foru€Ir,o:1
-oh'- oB ) 0 for u e Io, o: -I

(13)
(14)

Since this set of inequali^ties is homogeaeous, the scale carr be fixed by one
of the two constanls a,
or.by their?ifference. Using a 0 +I, g :" 0
^B
the squared error cost function
is

:

EAdotin"-

I(h,-o-r)r+ vinls
t(d+r -h,),

vinll

-I

(

15)

The Adaline method. is basically constructing a hyperplane passing through
M linearly independiat points, thus the stdrage äapäcity-the u:umberäf
g)c"mples which can be exactly stored-is nr. fucdüns Ilq.(Z) one obtains
that in this ca.se the.direction-of the p.lane ui is a linear-comdiriation of only
M linea,rly independent set of exa.urples:
M

d= I

xu(?'l

(16)

P=t

When the set of exarnples is la,rger than lf , Adaline makes a least mean
squared fit, so as to minimize the average squared distance of black (white)
por:.ts ftg+ !!" correspon4ing pl1Fes. - As shown in Fig. 6 for a ipecial
(schematic) distributign of example configurations, this- separating ptu*"
is not particularly well suited for generaliäations, a fact subported by to
cent analytic calculationsfl8]. The minimization implies the äaiculatiön of
the generalized inverse of, a M x l{ matrix or can Le obtained by ihe fa-
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Figure 6: A.schema.tic representatig? of.difgrgnt rnethods for solaing linearly separa,ble pyble*!. o) Eopf,eld-r-ule,6) Fisher deterÄinant, ciA.d,aline, d) optimal Perceptron.

mous Widrow-Hoff Adaline iterative method (a special variant of gradient
descent).
Let us remark that the output units in networks trained with Adaline
(tut s.//) q" 't_r_ansparent', in the- sense that they need be o"ly li""*
pocessing units. When 0 : 0 is a solution and the eror function .,rutri.h"t
the output .map haq only two points,
*1, qgd thresholding is not necessary.
The same is true for the ouiput units
obtained by coristructine rezul;;
partitions. When- the output is further processed by-threshold uniis, tianspar-ent units can be deleted from the network after-appropriate scaling and
redirection of the connection weights.

The optimal Perceptron
originally, the optimal Perceptron method has been introduced bv p.
Lambert [16] in a form which slightly differs from the definition used n6wa{ays in the physics literature. Consider once aglin the geometric picture of
the convex hull of black a^nd white slcamples un? assumö for a moäent thai
their intersection is void, so the problem is linearly separable. The ,besti
separating plpng is the one which is mosr robust tö chänges in connection
strengths aryl thresholds, corresponding to rotations andtransiations. regpecti-vely. Tleating rotations in the N- dimensional hyercube is ackward.
tanslations are easier to treat: one looks for two parallel pla^nes Eq. (g)
such that the gap (" is maximal
I

il tffi

?.ff

G

^-R
:7,where

72

:

tiri

(

17)

This js the primai. quadratic programming problem, subject to the linea^r
get of inequalitier (9). In the.geometric l-*sqs" o{re can-alternatively ask
for the minimal connector, defined as the minimal distance between any
point of .9r from any poiat of .96:
.m!n. ^t2
{o",b"}

:

(f,,
\ ' - fo)'

(

18)

where the vectors Xr are defined in (7) and the coefficients b, qrd av are
convex combination Soefficients. This equation is called the d,ualquad.ratic
qloryam.rrung problem and one can show [33] that at optimality G : L.
Ob^viously, if the set of examples is not liireärly r"pa"able then G is not
defined but .[ : 0. This al]ows us to use the dualiorrnulation of the problem
to decide,(in.a polynomial number of steps) whether a set of exarnples (or
its image) is linearly separable or not.
. ^Th9 -optimal Perceptron used by physicists is slightly different. It is
defined by maximizing the gap between ihe origin anä the union sl u,so that is S" gup between the origin and the set-.9; (i:0, 1) closest to tle
For large systems and random examples the two däfinitions agree
9d9".
in average. we prefer to work wilh Lamberl's definition because it läds
io ajossibly larger gap and w-orks for any disiribution of examples.
. Quadratic -programming algorithms are basic tools of nonlinear optimization and fast
iryql"qgllations are corrmonly available. One example
is the routine QPROG of IMSL version 10.0 impiemented by Powell. Two
iierative methods have been also developed recently, lhe MinOver algorithm f17] and the AdaTron algorithl [i9]. Both öan be generalized"to
solve the Eqs. (17,18). In our iariabie sief implementaiion"ihe Minover
is numerically more stable and only slightly slower than the AdaTron (see
Appe',dix B for details).
The optimal Perceptron plays an important role in our discussion for
several reasons. First, it makes clear that from all presented examples only
the so'called actiue set of l/ linearly independent edges (difference veciorsj
is instnrmentai in determining the optimal hyperplani. This fact is also emglrasized by the so-called active set algorithms of quadratic optimization.
This allows to define an optimal set of examples as tLe minimal,IO set from
which the op_timal Perceptron can be uniqüely reconstructed. Obviously,
the optimal IO set contains only the active extremal points. Hence. anv
linearly separable function can be stored in (lf * 1) x (N + t) bits. indäpendently of the precision of the N + i real componänts of. (,i;O). 'secondly,
the generg.lizatioq properties of the optimal Perceptron have'been .dcülated anaiytiqily[l8] *d they are superior to any other known learning
method (the Fisher discriminant has not been coniidered vet). This hinti
at the following intuitive situation: the more robust againöt iotations and
trans-lations a hyperplane is, the better its generalization abilities. This
simple.intuitive pringiple !s vgry- helpful when dealing wiih more complex
networks, where analytical calculations are difficult tö perform.

Multilay er f eedf oru ard netw orks
For fixed architecture feedforward network the traininE Drocess uses
some gradient descent me_t_bgd, for exa.rnple back-propagatioä lzol, to minimize an error function. Unfortunately, lhis learning piocess ii quite slow
and even if simulated annealilg is usejl_ the running time increasei in a pro-

hibiiive way with the network size. This is expiained theoretically by'the
fact that, a.s shown by- Judd[21], thg simpier problem of deciding-whäther
g, s-e,t of exa.rnples can be represented by a given feedforward netüork with
hidden units or not is .Ä/P-complete. Later Blrrm and Rivest [22] have
mapped the learning problem for a network with oniy two hidden units
into the. set spütting problem, which is known to be l/P-complete. This
mea,ns that even for s-uch a simple.architecture there are sets of ex^mples
which are very difrcult to learn. "A/P-complete problems a,re characterized

by.an exponential number of metastable states, leading usually to a slow
and erratic dynamics. one should, however, keep in miäd that ihese t"sutive resulis.app.ly to the worst case of general algorithms: for special caEes
eng rnight develop fast special algorithms
. A,.qor$ng to.valiant's definition[13]- a set of examples (or boolean functions) is learnablg only if there is a-polynomial time^algorithm which can
approximate the Junction. from. a polynomial set of exaräples within a controllable error,.that is when the-error can be made arbitrarily r."Jt. Ä
necessary condition for learnabiliiy in feedforward networks iä thus that
the minimal unit representation of the function has a number of hid.den
units whic! i: u power of the number of th-e input units and of the required
accuracy.. Otherwise tle polynomial set of exarnples cannot 'cover' dänselv
enough the function. Such architectures are poisible only if the set of ex"amples has enough symmetries and correlations. Assumi thai one tries to
model these correlations by ut energl functional including some interactions between the different corners of-the input hypercube litre tO strines).
In o.ther words, defing_an energy-for each bäolean function'which depeid6,
for instance, on the Hamming distance of the different input strinss. Inj
tuitively, learnable functions are such tbat in the in N dimensionj input
Paje black and white polnts form clusters separated by planar interfaäes.
This restricts the class of interactions to ising type moäeb with smooth
(not rough) planar interfaces.
By solving Problerns /-J we have now the tools for a class of aigorithms
constru,cting. an appropr-t-ui" network from the set of ex"'nples. Tie main
idea is. to add.sequentially new_hidden units until the proLl"m is linearly
separable by the output unit..This type_of algoriihms-are called growiig
olgorithms g.nd so far two. m,'in approäches häve been used. Th+ differ
gd"ly tl. thq way a new hidden unit is set up given the yet unciassified
Io set. The first method is to partition i'l twopärts the eiample set by a
hyperplage which optimizes some appropriately äefined cost function- thi,
strategy hT.b.."q used !r Yä"{d aqd-Nada! [10] in the tiling algoriihm
*4.bv Nadal [23] and Marchand and Golea [2a] for constructiäg fre"-[k;

architectures.
The. second approach i" using the theorems of the previous Section by
separating in every step a box containing as many points of the same colors
as possible. Thir separation step is. repeated oqthe lsmeining example
set until the linear separability test is positive. Then one uses "either the
solution suggested by the theorems or the (optimal) perceptron method to
set up the output unit.
As long as the boxes contain only points of the sa.sre colour, nny construction scheme will lead to a good rLpresentation of the funciioo, urr.o
whgn several layers are construcied in [his way. The numb"r of net*ork
architectures implementing a large set of exa,rrples is not cogntable (like
the number of functions defined on integer points). Which networks'are
good and which ones present no interest? Wilheim Occa-'s razor savs
that.a,Pong different lynotheses erplaining the same facts the simpler onäs
should be preferred. The hint that networls of minimal size have'the best
ggneralization properties is also implied by some mathematicai workl2bl.
This should not be. surprising since minimal networks must fuily inc-ip6jrate all the correlations and the syrrmetries of the input set. ln
t
"*
algorithms we try thus to miaimize the number of hidden
",ttiÄti"
[y
"ril;t[;
ma>cimal contraction principle. It is important to remark'ni6s
that hndini ttru
mi4umal network representing a set of examples must be at ieast as difrcult
as deciding rvhether a given architecture carl or cannot implement without

error a set of examples. Thus the minimal architecture problem is also
NP-hafi and no polynomial time general algorithm can deäide whether an
architecture is minimal or not (unless P :.[iP\.
-The sequential learning algbrithm [tt] has'found the known minimal
architectures for the parity problem, themirror symmetry problem and very
good solutions (closed to the opiimal borurd) for randonbbolean functioni.
A similar algoriihm has been recently applied to the handwritten numeral
recognition problem with very impressive results [26].
. The Tain problem remains to put these ideas in a mathematicaily more
ri.gorous-form. Steps in the $rection of optimal prediciing strategiös b.ave
-based

already been made recently [27] and, inieresting änough, üe also
on
a combinatorial geometrical description similar to the one used here.
In conclusion: a very nice feature of the growing network algorithms is
that ihey use only the information contained in the set of eximples bul
do noi need task- dependent fine tuning of many parameters, likL learning rates, acceleration terms, starting conditions, noise levels io simulated
anr,'ealing, which.is the case for back-propagation, competitive learning or
Boltzmann machines [9]. In.addition, we häve been able to give a sidple
exam^ple whe-re thf combination of the sequential learning proöedure ünfed
to a facet indentification routine leads to a procedure to ionstruct in worst
c-ase glly 4 times more hidden units than the best possible case for random Io exa.mples. The random Io problem can be considered as a test
characterizing.the average worst case for any network growing algorithm.
A-ccording to this test- th.e Perceptron based säquential learningägo'rithm of
Marchg.nd, Golea and Rujan [tt] is performing near optimatity ana is consisteatly better than the tiling algorithm, the regular partitiön algorithm
or the recently suggested tree generating algorithms.

4 DATA REPRESEI\-ITAIION AND OPTIMAL

ARCHITECTURES
Have we thus solved the boolean function representation problem? Not
really: more questions have been actually raised tha.n answäred. In what
foliows some of these questions -will be discussed, other ones will be only
stated and left at the Reader's discretion.
Wh9.t is. the optimal architecture if several technological or biological
constraints have to be taken into account? Consider the-mirror-symm--etry
problem: output a 1 only if the input string is mirror symmetric äbout its
center. This problem can be solved with two hidden units obtained with
the heip. of the stratification method [7] (Fig.7a). However, this implies
very. oblique pla''es, with some conneition sirenlth ratios growing erpongnlially with size. Anothe'r realization, which foll-ows the diäjunctiie fo'rm
of this functiou and involves ^lt hidden units of unit strengtf, seems more
from a practical point of view (Fig. 7b). Yet anorärer realization,
"Tlr$
which uses exact identities to eliminate a hiddea units by allowing for direct
connections between the input.and output units is shown in Fig. Tc. This
is the minimal architecture, since the problem is not linea.rly sepa.rable.
which architecture is preferable? Thisbbviously depends on'ihe price of
connectiogs, processing units, etc. a.nd cannot be answered in geneial.
IIow does the comple{t-y of the network change with thä degree of
pa.rallelism (nr'"rber of hidden layers)? Fis. 8a-J shows three p-ossible
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Iigure 7: Three ngtwgykg soluing the rnirror syrnmetry problern. a) Stratific.ation solu.tion, -b) Disjunctioi of regular poititionr,"
a;";Äot'räüi-"
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with one oblique hyperplane

realizations of the pTjly;t (here Ir - ?) problem: the fastest architecture
has lt hidden units (lf/2 if input-outpui connections *u ullo*"dj. ;1;;;:
like 'canonical' realizatior of the parity function [28] with an ln /\i;;t;,
of layers and hidden units and the two processor aetwork with f;eü;"k
imprlgmenting directly bhe recursion form öf the parity function u"a r"""1"!
iq Z{ steps. The execution time can be a very imporiant factor i" th".näi.E
of the network architecture, as evgr-y VLSI designer knows. More speed.
means usually.qore tlansi5lsrs and here more hiäden units. In biological
systel's one mighi expect the sanoe efect when and where fast reflexes" are
crucial.
What classes of.simple recumive functions are learnabie by feedforward
architectures? An interesting question is whether simple arlihmeiic-op"rations, _like addition or multiplication are learnable functions i" Vuti-uü;t
sense. Our numerical results indicate that indeed addition may requir" only
a polynomial numöer of hidden units. For boolean functions symmetric under the permutatiol of
+ input variables the sarne results "öp]t; ;L;;"
f9r.th9 parity function. A systematic analysis along these ünäs';ä;r;r;
desirable.

. what happens if we allow the elementary processors to be more complex? Assume for exa,mple, that the input a^ndbutput r-rnits .* hu"u *or"
colours than two. The basic strateglr o! the gro*ing algorith,"; ;
b;
"remä"
hyp
9ff ity adap.ted t o such .cases. provi ded[he hidaei uni t s
(bina.ry units). Several combinations of binary units have ar" ähpju
"rptu""r,
s";
representatio*-:.
paraliel
Two
planes,
for
instance,
cut
the
sp.acei"nto
Tetric
three regions
*iil correspond to a three state unit. obviousiy, these
"qdto the data representation probiem.
cases are related
What is the fastest learning algorithm leäding to a still acceptablv performing network? c."":ry grve soie bounds on füe erpected p.äuuuiiit'y är
error for new ex^-mpfe1? _!an the above-learning algorithms be'implem.ntud
-inä;äl"*
locally a^nd iterativLly?. i19* t9 gereralize o,r"rt.a"t.gi.. *tr""
to represent.is a probability dis-tribuiion and the sef of examples iontains
also contradictory examples?..Tlutu que-stion.pertain to a statiitical theory
of such-networks,-which is still in its infa^ncy[29].
And above all, there hovers the probleni which we avoided from the
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Figure 8: -Three architecturü for the parity problen-L a) The regular pt,rtition. The numbgr gf proc.essi.ng units is- Iinear in N , runniig time is
min.imal.(2). b).The 'canonical' fbr-m with a logarithmic'number oy uadr"
units. The number-of processing.units.al,d, of hj!.d,en layers is log N. Running time is also of the same ord,er. c) Tlt,e ieedback neiworlc coriesponding
to a sequential program: f{*;rr: XOR(,fflr-i,""). It requires only two
delays and, th,ree processing units but execution timä is T
- ZN.

begi'''ring: how are the feature detectors created and to what extent is
their .data representation a function of the classification process? This
question .goes_ deep into the problem of what the procesj of perception
actually is. In general, the number of input units can be inireasä by
a spa^rse representation of the data. An extreme example is an analoeuä
representation: for example-o*e cag use.(.1000) to repräsent 0, (0100)"to
represent 1, etc., instead of the only 2 bits neecied [o store 4 äluel in

dig,lut code. More sophis.ticated external cod.ing techniquesi30] ;"";;;;;
used to enhance the nnmber of input units in süch a way as'to'increase the
probability that the functiou is linearly separable. A layer of hidden units
with random couplings might play a similü role[3l]. The question is then:
when is the addiiion of input units helping to miirinilze theiota.t number of
processors ? What. is the impact on learning times, since it is aiways more
expensive to search a large input configuration space than a rmall", on".
At some point thgPu. question should b-e faced in a giobai way: from the
choice of 'sensorial' detectors up to the form of the cläsifier rv.t.m and/or
the autoassociative features, including their mutual interactions. Natirre
has solved this problem in its own inimitable way. With the introduction
of adaptable.Ra^ndom Markov Field methods in the eariy stages of feature
detection [32] and a better understandigg 9t tle geometry of leärning *" *u
now ciosin€ up.gl a statistical mechaniCal information processing äachine
with exciting abilities.
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APPENDIX A: SEQUEI.{TIAL LEARIVI}IG THEOREVI
A sequentiallearning.proced-ure is d.efined as followingll1]. Assume
one has
find hyperplanes (here hidden
that on-on;.id"
of the hqne+lang theie qri qqly ioints o?
"niusii"ch
.äto,r,
B;;ä,ü;;
such a plane to the set of hidden units we say thac we have
."t
irr"lut"?
are removed from rhe exanlpi. iirtj. Choosl-in;-il;";i
::t ?q points (1h9r.
il" Td$:l.unit (this can be achieved by negaring an'conne;t;;;-;älh;
threshold if necessary).p as to match thät ofä. Tiis is not reallv
o".".."r.,,
bui will simplify_oui äiscussion. Assume now rhat
il
.ä.ir;;öä:
remaining set of Io examp.les is found. to be linearly "it",
,eparable. Thi, ;;;;
that we 6ave creared. r/'h.vnltni"""r ftriaa"q""irrf'*rri.r, partirion
unit inqut hypercube in- at l-east'H + t do*.r. n*f, friaa"n unit seDaratesrhea
subset ll; of :V{ po^ints from the input Io ser and assumes rhe
;
wnen a member ot,the.subset is processed. The subset on+r "J;" ",-:
is definäd to
be the second sei of-points obtained by linear;"p;;i"" ü til"
l*r ,t;; ;l
the algoritb* f+a the colour of its ouiput i9 ,s*,
algoriihm ro calculate the connection sfren6hs-u1, ...iu* är tn"
f:T.]""
hrdd,en uruts to the output unit o and the threshold ö.
when presenting thä whole Io set to the i"p"t o"" can easily see that
the form of the activations i: ((r,. . . , (r) on the hidden layer rviil
have
the following form
some method ro

the;;J

;.

: -r;. ffi ä";";;;

fltl
Az)

r\E )
5

:

(sr, *,

*,... , *)

if€eor

iffeo,

: (-srr.92,*r...r*)

: (-sr t-szt... rst,*,...,*) if ig

Ar

61ä) : (-sr, -szr.. . , -s6. .. , sn) if {g An
61r+t1 = (-rr, -s2,. . .r -3,k,.. . , -sn) if ig O11+r
iare the l"pyt examples and (- their image on the first layer. The
wild ca^rd.* signals that the äorr".pot d.i"g
"";;;;;r,t .." rrr" "ä; .li
or a -1 value.
Choose the threshold in the foilowing form:
w|1e.re

o--f,,",
Ir+1

(1e)

d=1

yl:r: y.Htt.= 1.by definitioa. In order to prove rhat the space of hidden
unit activations is linearly

sepa.rable one has

o'(i)-si:sgn
forallciassesof inputs € Cl;, i

: L,2r...,H.

to satisfy

(20)

Theseequations areequivalent

to the set of inequalities
H

rrDri(jt)-s;O)o

(21)

j=L

Start with class_ Ory+r. Using ihe general form of 6-(n+r) and the defini_
tion of the threshold O one can-see t6ai the choice ltH+L:1 satisfies this
inequaliiy. Now repeat.the.procedure for.the c-lass eil'A .il;ü."d];:
an inequality involving only u" (*
il:y_sir"
tb:s procedure. In step ,b one recov€rs

a function
"i;";;i.--cä"ti"ä
a set of. IuI11a1_1,lneqü;iitie.
f;;t[;
component.ua+t-*. Choosing as solution the most Äfringenf i""q"Jtu. ih"

procedure is continued until rhe whole vecior
aiways exists: the choice
uP

ü is obiained. e ,ot"tio"

- 2k-H-t

(22)

provides a sufficient condition due to the property
N_r

2tt Is;2i, s;:*1
i=1

(23)

Whenever the actual condition for u6 has the form u6 >
the choice
u&.= 0 will.imply that the frth hidden unit is not connätla -1
to th. ."tp;;
unit and will result i! a simplification of the network. For rezular partitiäns
orre cna show that this choice is the algebraic correspond.ft-;; ih. ;;iö

phase[1,2].

A better solution than the one obtained by stratification cän be obtained
pr *.1"g the optimal Perceptron l-earaing ai[orithm ar"".r"a i; A;äA;
B. However, the 'stratification'solutioo ir uä.nrtructive one and til, *";

much faster.

APPEI{DIX B: A VARIABLE-STEP MINOVER ALGORITHIVI
In tf ir Agp"ndix we discuss a variant of the Minover aleorithm [1Tl for
.
tle optimal Perceptron
defined in section 3. Recall the däfinition'of'the
drrection td connecting a point from Sr to a point from Ss:

-&

u

i,

n - D'61n o'61";
,io:lD;*_
where the coefficients a, and b, ale nonnegative. The map correspond.ing
to the direction ri is then
1rQ)

-ri61"l
"

-

Dclr,bu?rn
D

rellbp

-DpehapQp,,
at,
Dyelo

(24)

where Q,,uis the correlation (overlap) matrix

n
vv,a -

q
sr1")r1rr)

(25)

The length of the td is given by
L2

: ,iti -

D'et' b'hQ)
LraTt b,

a'hQ)

-D'eh
Drelo a,

(26)

It is this length thai we want

ro minimize. In our d,efinition of the mao
two parts, one contains.the projections of positive examples, whilä
llere
?re
the other
consists oj-!h: projections of the ne6_ativä example poirrt, än the
direction ri. In the lvlinoi,er algorirhm one rnJl
of the black point corresponding to the minimal"paurc;;it
field 1@;n) of all positive
examples-.and of the white point corresponding to the maximat field hP"4
amofg all negative ex.a.mples. rn.othei yold!-,_we push th. *r.it. päirrr,
gl.,h.9 negative,direction from below and the blackioints on rhe pärl;l;;
drrection i-rom the top. Therefo,re, after finding the trvo indices (mi"\ *'ind,
(maa) we update the vectors of cäefficients o,"andb" *-i;tü;i;;;"'"'

tf";;;m;t;;;

a', :au*T6^in,r,
b', :br*T6^or,,

u€Ig
v€11

U3igS the definitions above we first calculate in
of the map:

(h?l1'

(27)

second. ord,er the new values

- 6Q) + y(1 - a)le^;^,, - e^o",, - h@)

(28)

where we assumed,that initially D,ero
L,et,,bo,: Sq and according
!?:
oyr
updating
rule
ihe
norm
factor_
of,
a',s
anüö',s-remains
equal durini
lg
the iteration. y = ,l lS, S being th value oi th" tto."*u.tiruti"" iJil I;l;;:
u.pdating. Iterating this procedure but now for .t2 one obtains after some
simple algebra

Ln

:

f,2

+ Zy(tt(min) -

1r(ma')

- L,) + A, L,

(2e)

Since the gap is defined as

Gwhere

o(r)

1r@in)

- 6@ox) O(ä(-i")
Vwu

5(rn"c);

(30)

is the step function, the previous equation has the form
L,2

:

L2

- 2yL(L -

G) +

v2

L2

(

31)

Fbom the duality theorem of quadratic prograrnmingfS3] G.
only at
- Lcouverqes
optimality, which proves that för small enough 11 this procedure
to the optimal solution. The scale of the optimal step size can be Jso
calculated and reads

q-S(L-G)

which is typical for a quadratic problem.

(32)

